
Mentor/Apprentice™ Program for BioSync Barefoot™ 
Attaining  your  BioSync  Instructor  Training  through  the 
Mentor/Apprentice™  Program  is  the  perfect  start  to  a 
successful journey as a certified BioSync teacher. But it’s just 
the  beginning.  The  BioSync  Mentor/Apprentice™  Program 
will help to translate all of the knowledge and private practice 
experience  you’ve  gained and help  you understand how to 
apply it in the classroom.

Co-teaching support and mentoring is the next critical phase 
as  you log the teaching hours (75 hour minimum)  that  are 
required  to  become  a  Certified  BioSync  Barefoot™ 
Instructor. Private practice is one thing, but the chance to 
develop  as  an  instructor  with  BioSync  Co-Founder,  Leah 
Lamm,  acting  as  the  mentor/co-teacher  is  invaluable.  This 
program is designed to develop and/or broaden your existing 
teaching  skills.  The  program  will  crystallize  the  practical 
applications  of  moving  from practitioner  to  apprentice  to 
teacher creating a well-rounded BioSync instructor.
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Mentor/Apprentice Program™
Moving from Practitioner to Apprentice to Instructor



HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS
The  Mentor/Apprentice™  Program  for  BioSync  Barefoot 
will serve a dual purpose:  1)  Developing BioSync Barefoot 
Instructors through “feet-on teaching”; and 2)  Educating and 
training  a  whole  new generation  of  BioSync  Barefoot 
practitioners. 

The  Apprentice  will  provide  the  students  and  act  as  lead 
teacher. Having taught along side Mark Lamm for the last 15 
years, Leah will continue to embrace her unique role and act 
as  mentor/co-teacher.  The  BioSync  Research  Institute  will 
provide the manual(s), licensing and certificates.  

This  program  offers  an  unparalleled  opportunity  for 
experiential  learning,  personal  growth,  transformation,  and 
acquiring  the  necessary  skills  for  a  successful  BioSync 
teaching career. 

Prior to the first workshop a two day pre-workshop intensive 
will  be taught.  In this pre-workshop, the top ten skills  for 
teaching  will  be  covered  as  well  as  the  leadership  skills 
necessary  to  successfully  manage  classroom dynamics  and 
student personalities. A step by step curriculum outlining the 
entire workshop from the opening circle to the closing circle 
will be covered including the review and learning sequences 
that make learning fun and easy for the student.

There is a 4 student minimum and 8 student maximum class 
size.  This  makes  the  revenue  share  and  workshop  related 
expenses financially feasible.*

*  Please see spreadsheet for more detailed information.
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SUMMARY
In order to become a BioSync Barefoot™ Certified Instructor 
you must:

1. Be a BioSync Practitioner or Consultant in Good 
Standing with the BioSync Research Institute.

2. Carry professional liability insurance to cover both 
private practice and teaching, and provide proof of such 
prior to conducting workshops and with the annual 
renewal.

3. Successfully complete the Mentor/Apprentice™ Program 
by organizing and teaching a minimum of 3 workshops 
with a minimum of 4 students in each workshop. 

4. Sign and adhere to all Apprentice/Instructor contracts; 
Apprentice/Instructor legal agreements; and, all 
Apprentice/Instructor responsibilities as covered in the 
BioSync Teaching Manual.

5. Remain current with your annual BioSync service mark 
and licensing fees 

This  is  the  only  teaching  certification  program 
authorized by the BioSync Research Institute. 

Mark Lamm developed and positioned the BioSync therapy 
modalities  to  become  the  preeminent  force  within  the 
somatic  field,  the  integrative  medicine  movement  and  the 
human potential movement. 

Now, we will nurture and mentor a whole new generation of 
BioSync practitioners who will carry on Mark's work. 

The BioSync Research Institute is especially excited to open 
up additional  streams of income for BioSync practitioners. 
And, in the future, you will be able to continue your BioSync 
education  with  more  teacher  training  in  iCore™,  BioSync 
Assisted Yoga™ and BioSync MatWork™.

All terms subject to change at BioSync Research Institute discretion.
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